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This season start feels like the movies, nothing
unusual for our two resorts.
On the one hand a live movie with the shooting
of a TV film entitled “Murder in Haute-Savoie” to
be aired next spring, with our wonderful scenery
as the decor of the plot.
And on the other hand there’s the snow – just like
in the movies – that covered our mountains last
November and that hopefully bodes a great
Christmas period. And we tell ourselves the cold
days are still here, gazing at the slopes and their
sky-high artificial snow mounts around poles
that cover a wide area on the resort that keeps
expanding with the lifts taking snow lovers to new
places.
Avoriaz has turned fifty, an anniversary that was
widely celebrated last January. Our two Tourism
Offices and the municipality work hard to strengthen both the specific image of each resort
and their complementarity. It is the topic of this
bulletin’s main feature. You will also find your
usual information on the rich and diversified municipal activity.
The whole council and myself wish you a Happy
New Year 2018.
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TOWN NEWS
N ice F l ow e r y Ho u se s
To contribute to the communal
flowering effort, already rewarded
with 3 stars in the national
‘Villes et Villages Fleuris’ label,
the town hall holds an annual
contest involving all local residents
and economic stakeholders.

What is the Morzin e popu lation in 2018?

Congratulations to the 1st Prize winners:

The organisers visited over 100 sites
last summer to select the winners in all
9 categories. The jury was pleasantly
surprised and satisfied with the flowering quality and the commitment of all
the amateur gardeners who contribute
to making our living environment more
beautiful.

TOWN NEWS

> House with vegetated garden visible
from the street:
Germaine Morand 1
> House with vegetated garden not
visible from the street:
Anne-Marie Delerce 2
> Old or refurbished house:
Françoise Anthonioz, Catherine
Baud, Renée Schmitt. (3 ex-aequo) 3
> Balconies, terraces, windows:
Jean-Claude Gaydon 4
> Group or furnished accommodation:
Jacques Baud, La Varappe 5

> Hotels / Excellence Prize:
Hôtel Le Dahu (score of 19.6) 6
> Shops: Intersport 7
> Restaurants and bars : La Dézalp 8
> Vegetable gardens / Excellence Prize:
Jean Deprost. 9
Other prizes have also been awarded to:
- La Marmotte - Cleanliness incentive
- Marcel Lavanchy - Originality Award
- Grenier Nos Devantis - Love at First Sight
- Yves Tavernier - Mountain Chalet
- La Fruitière - Glance

Held every 5 years, the next census will take
place from 18 January to 17 February 2018
all over the commune.

A process useful for all
The purpose of the census consists of counting the
number of people living in France and knowing their main
characteristics (gender, age, activity, type of housing,
modes of transportation…). The information collected then
contributes to defining national policies as well as local
planning projects to adapt them to the needs of the actual
population (housing, crèches, nursery schools…). This
official count is also essential for the functioning of the
communes since it determines the amounts of State
endowments. It is also used to determine the number of
municipal councilors.

Operating mode
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infoRMATIONS

One of the 15 census enumerators recruited by the town
hall will go directly to your home with an official card.
> The enumerator will give you an official code to be
censused directly on line.
> In the event you are unable to follow the on-line procedure, the enumerator will give you a hard copy of the
questionnaire to be completed on your own or with the
enumerator’s assistance. You can either agree on a time
and date for the enumerator to come
back and collect the questionnaire, or
> 2 893 inhabitants in 2013
send it by post to the town hall.
> 2 930 inhabitants in 2009
In case of absence, the enumerator will
leave all relevant information in your mailbox.
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Just a few clicks,
easier and more convenient!
1 - Go to
www.le-recensement-et-moi.fr
And click on:

2 - Connect with the user ID
and password given by
the census enumerator.

Important!

3 - Enter all housing-related information provided by the enumerator.

> British nationals residing in Morzine over 6 months per year are
6

3

part of the municipal population and therefore must be censused.

1

> Avoriaz Provided the difficulty to census all 150 permanent
residents of the resort among the thousands of tourism
accommodations, census enumerators will meet only the
residents of the resort who are easy to identify (Tourism Office
staff, ski lift operators…). People in this category who are not
contacted are invited to report to town hall.
100% Confidential!
5
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All data collected is anonymous and
confidential.
It will be processed exclusively by INSEE
services -the sole authority allowed to exploit
such data- and will be used for statistics
purpose only and will not be disclosed to
any other public organisation. Names and
addresses will not be saved or stored in
the database.
All enumerators having access to questionnaires are bound by professional secrecy.

3
4

7
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4 - Follow instructions to complete
the questionnaire.
5 - Remember to validate! If you have
entered your e-mail address, you will
get an acknowledgment of receipt.

Thank you!
Census dates are set by the legislator
and are the same in all French communes.
Although the census will take place
during the high season, we trust you for
properly welcoming the enumerators and
for taking time to be censused.
It is both a legal obligation and a civil duty
that is useful for the functioning of local
and national territories.

Questions?
Apply to become a census enumerator?
Contact Pauline Grisard at the town hall 04 50 79 04 33
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HEALTHCARE
W el l - organi se d h e a lt hca r e se r vices

A multi-way organisation
> Morzine and Avoriaz doctors report
to the Departmental Committee for
Emergency Medical Assistance and
Continuity of Healthcare and Medical
Transport (CODAMUPS).
In coordination with the SAMU
(Centre 15) and partner services
(SMUR, emergency services, medical
transport – firefighters and private
ambulance services, Thonon stand-by
medical centre – Maison Médicale de
Garde MMG), they fulfill their mission
of permanent ambulatory care
(PDSA) and SAMU
correspondents (MCS).

On top of the usual general practice consultation service,
the commune’s practitioners are deeply involved in
organising the primary healthcare offer (same-day, no
appointment).
Operating over an extended time range, they handle
– among others – traumatology cases which require the
use of technical facilities (electrocardiogram, radiology, ultrasonography, biology…) and provide specific
assistance services (secretarial, nurses, radiology operators).
> In high season periods (winter, summer), both medical centres on the commune, one in Morzine and one in
Avoriaz, are open 7 days a week and perform consultations to walk-in patients from 8am to 8pm and even until
10pm in the Avoriaz resort due to its remote location.
From 8pm to 10pm, Morzine’s ambulatory consultations
are rerouted to the MMG of Thonon (stand-by medical
service). Located at the entrance of the hospital’s emergency department, it allows medical staff to quickly care
for patients in case they need complementary examinations or even hospitalisation.
> In inter-season periods, the Morzine medical centre is
also open 7 days a week although over a reduced time
range. Consultations between 8pm and 10pm on week
days, Saturday afternoons, Sundays and on public holidays
are also redirected to Thonon.

Centre médical d’Avoriaz
> 221, rue du Traîneau
04 50 74 05 42
7 days a week - From 8am in high seasons (winter, summer)

OCTOBRE ROSE

SAMEDI
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> You are all
expected for

Pink October
2018
to contribute
to the battle!

02/10/17 15:00

This initiative aims to raise
women’s awareness in order
to fight the number one cause
of female cancer – with 49,000
new cases and 11,900 death
in France each year.

The town hall held a special information and awareness-raising event on Saturday 21 October. The mobilisation also was an opportunity to raise e820 from
the sale of scarves and pins for the benefit of the
organisation ‘Seins Leman Avenir’ which works locally
on cancer prevention.

> Outside consultation hours, Morzine and Avoriaz doctors are also on stand-by duty across the department’s various emergency facilities. All stakeholders contribute to
providing continuous ambulatory care (PDSA) at the MMG
of Thonon. Moreover, Drs Audema, Bertrand, Binet,
Dewaele and Guiberteau are on stand-by duty at night
(8pm / 8am) or at weekends (8am / 8pm), 10 to 12 times
every six months at the SAMU’s Centre 15 in Annecy.

In 2016, the Regional Health Agency agreed to create
an additional sector in Morzine with the introduction of
2 voluntary doctors who are now part of the network
during touristic seasons and inter-season periods at the
foot of the commune.

MOIS INTERNATIONAL DÉPISTAGE DU CANCER DU SEIN

Dress code : rose
Participation : 2 €

The Avoriaz medical centre is closed but stand-by medical
service is provided once a week.

Vital emergency response falls under the responsibility
of the SAMU 74 who coordinates SMUR staff from the
Haute-Savoie Centre 15. To ensure the best and fastest
possible response, they rely on a network of ‘SAMU
Correspondent Practitioners’ (MCS) set up in 2003 in the
Alpes du Nord area in communes and mountain resorts
located over 30 minutes away from a SMUR hospital.
Avoriaz doctors have been part of it since day one and
provide stand-by service 24/7 in the summer and winter
seasons. They are called in simultaneously with an air or
land SMUR response team.
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Maison médicale de Morzine
> 878, route de la Plagne
04 50 75 99 17
7 days a week - From 8am in high seasons (winter, summer)
From 8.30am to 11.30am and 3.30pm to 6.30pm in low season

As every year,
Morzine drapes
itself in pink for
the international
breast cancer
screening month
launched in France
over 20 years ago
by the organization
‘Le cancer du sein,
parlons-en!’.

© New Deal Grenoble.

Whether in summer, winter or
in inter-season periods, Morzine and
Avoriaz doctors are mobilised to provide
continuous healthcare service
every day of the week.
Jointly with organising authorities
and partner services, they offer medical
assistance to locals and tourists adapting
to the sharp population increase
during both peak seasons.

Octobe r ,
Pin k Mon t h

After a pink march in the streets of the commune,
Dr Salvat gave a talk in which he insisted on the
necessity of screening. He explained that early screening
enables women to detect and fight the disease.

3 pharmacies
& 1 NURSING OFFICE
The commune also has 3 pharmacies: 2 in Morzine
and 1 in Avoriaz
> Pharmacie du Bourg
12, place de l’Église - Morzine - 04 50 79 00 40
> Pharmacie centrale de Morzine
57, route de la Plagne - Morzine - 04 50 74 70 23
> Pharmacie des Portes du Soleil
63, place du Snow - Avoriaz - 04 50 74 01 41
1 nursing office
located at the Maison Médicale de Morzine
878, route de la Plagne
04 50 79 10 11
Walk-in consultations at the office or home consultations
by appointment. Open year round 6 days a week.
From Monday to friday, from 8am to 8.30am
and 5.30pm to 6pm. Saturday from 5.30pm to 6pm.

The Mayor and municipal councilors with Doctor Salvat
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Inter-communality

Childhood

N EW !
L o ca l P u b l ic Se r v ice Ce n t r e !
Gone are the days when you needed to go to Thonon
to deal with administrative procedures. The Greater
Haut-Chablais Community has just opened a Public
Service Centre (MSAP) providing users with many
services.

Services available
> Pôle Emploi (until 28/02/2018)
> Point Accueil des Saisonniers
(housing, employment, labour rights for
seasonal workers… until 30/04/2018)
On appointment
> Chablais Léman Développement
> Chablais Initiative
> Mission Locale Jeunes du Chablais
> Affiniski (assistance for refurbishing
tourism-oriented accommodations)
Available soon
The services of a social worker (Tuesday
morning) and assistance for on-line
procedures with the Family Allowance Fund
will also be available soon.
THE + Assistance for on-line
procedures

Open since early October, the Maison de Services au Public du HautChablais is located in Montriond, next to the Tourism Office and the ESF.
It offers quality proximity services to the general public, information and
guidance for specific procedures or even personalised assistance and
counsel.

MSAP - Immeuble Le Cheravaux - 44, route de Morzine - Montriond
04 50 80 48 05 - msap@hautchablais.fr
Open Monday to Thursday from 8.30am to 12.30pm
and from 1.30pm to 4.30pm - Friday morning only

MSAP agents can help you with on-line
procedures such as:
> Car registration, driver’s license
(registration, loss and theft)
> National identity card and
passport (pre-registration on line)
> Pôle-Emploi registration, updating,
document transmission

> Technical assistance for all other
administrative procedures

Th e P LU - i - H i n p r o g r e s s
The elaboration of the local inter-communal urban
and housing plan continues and is scheduled to be finalised
at the end of 2019.
This document – meant to set out
the rules of land use across the
inter-communal territory – will apply
to all Haut-Chablais communes and
replace all existing urban planning
documents. The plan will offer a
global vision of land planning to
ensure suitable and sustainable
development of the territory taking
various themes into consideration
(traveling, agriculture, housing, tou-

rism, environment…). Over the last
year, many meetings have been
held with local governments, State
Departments, planning and engineering officers as well as with the
local population. The strategy and
local application of the PLUi-H is
planned for 2018 via a Sustainable
Development and Planning Project
to be reviewed by each municipal
council.

Give your opinion
> In any of the registries available to the public in all town halls
throughout the whole PLUi-H elaboration process
> By mail to: Mme la Présidente CCHC - 18, rue de l’Église - 74430 LE BIOT
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> By e-mail at: direction-urbanisme@hautchablais.fr

A well-filled school year!
The first school semester is already over for all Morzine children. The Morzine-Avoriaz
town hall is closely involved to ensure they are properly looked after and guided throughout
their schooling. Via its childhood pole, the municipality manages the public primary schools,
contributes to financing their equipment and offers many discovery activities.

314 p u pi l s
314 children fill the commune’s classrooms this year in
four school establishments:
> 1 nursery school (2 classes) and 1 primary school (6 classes)
in Morzine
> 1 public single-class school in Avoriaz
> 1 private establishment with 2 nursery classes and 4 primary classes.
Despite the staff reductions which led the National Education
Department to close an elementary class, the commune
wants to continue and develop its actions for the benefits
of our younger citizens. Financial support for pedagogical
> 104 pupils in public primary school including 10 in Avoriaz
> 101 pupils in private primary school
> 55 public nursery school children including 12 in Avoriaz
> 54 pupils in private nursery school

activities, extracurricular care and leisure centres, improvement of the schools’ food service… the town gets involved
in multiple areas to provide Morzine children with the best
learning conditions and to make sure that growing up in
Morzine is a true opportunity.

Municipal aid to the 3 school
establishments
> e20 / day / child for field trips or seaside trips
(over 4 days) + sailing lessons (years without
seaside trips) or pony riding lessons for public
schools.
> Access to the swimming pool and
the skating rink for lessons.
> Subsidized transportation and ski lifts, free ski
classes provided by Morzine and Avoriaz ESF
on half-day ski trips 2 weeks during winter.

To find out more
> Town Hall information letters
> All PLU-i-related documents
and minutes at
www.cc-hautchablais.fr/
Urbanisme-PLUi-H

> Financing of computers, interactive boards
and school supplies.
> Subsidized meals at the school canteen.
Schools can also use municipal buildings for shows
or various events with the assistance of technical
agents assigned by the town hall.
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Childhood

E x t r acu r r icu l a r mo u n ta i n ac ti v iti e s !
This year’s back to school saw a new change
in the public school schedule.
The school week went back to 4 days, from 8.30am to
12.30pm and from 1.30pm to 4pm in Morzine, and from
9am to 12pm and from 1.30pm to 4.30pm in Avoriaz.
And since children no longer have school on Wednesday
morning, the commune has decided to extend its extracurricular offer to cater for them. The extracurricular mountain
activities (TAP Montagne) are therefore maintained every
Wednesday in winter thus meeting National Education’s
requirements to provide satisfactory supervision conditions on those days.
With a highly diversified program, the TAP Montagne will
trigger the enthusiasm of all participants! Autumn in
the Dérêches Park, Abondance cheese manufacturing,
groundhog watch, discovery of mushrooms and bees at
the Saint-Jean d’Aulps Abbey… the local cultural, sports
and environmental heritage will reveal all its secrets to a
bunch of children thrilled and eager to learn in play!

> Meeting point Wednesday morning from 8am to 12pm.
Open to all Vallée d’Aulps nursery school and primary
school children.
> Rates upon family’s split income level. Preferred rates
for children schooled in Morzine.

Reminder
The town hall also offers many activities in its day leisure
centre every Wednesday from 8am to 6.30pm during
the 1st and 3 rd semesters and every Wednesday, Saturday
and in the school holiday period from 8am to 7pm during
the 2nd semester (January to April 2018).

12 new councilors
and 2 reelected!

More information : Bogena Dworak - 04 50 83 01 87
service.enfance@morzine.fr

A n e w K ids
M u n ici pa l C o u nci l

Cold stor age
for ho t m e a l s !

Started in 2016, the Kids Municipal
Council encourages children to get
involved in the life of the community
and teaches them citizenship.

The central kitchen, in charge of preparing meals
for schools and other establishments in the Valley,
has just been modernized and equipped with cold
storage material.
Since the end of the autumn holiday, it operates in a cook and chill
invested
process for better meal quality
by the commune
and food safety.
in specific chilling
This system eliminates the need
and reheating
to overheat the food and therematerial
fore greatly reduces the risks
of food poisoning. To allow the
introduction of this cook and chill system, the commune
invested e104,000 in specific chilling and reheating
material.

e104 000

To improve the quality of the meals served and contribute
to children’s taste education, the commune has introduced local and organic products in the canteens.
As of January 2018, the food sourcing procedure will
include specific guidelines favouring local supply.
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> The cook and chill system
consists of cooking meals and chilling them very
quickly for conservation and delivery. Meals are then
reheated very quickly in each establishment using
a special oven.
> The hot storage system
consists of cooking meals and keeping them hot until
delivery and service. Food is therefore kept hot for hours
until it is consumed.

The junior councilors are in charge of
collecting ideas and initiatives from
their schoolmates, setting up projects
which benefit all pupils and residents,
submitting them for Mayor validation
and carrying them out if approved. With
the help of parents, teachers, local governments and monitors, children can
work around 3 main themes:
> School, leisure and sports
> Environment and solidarity
> Events and communication.
Further to the election of the new
Kids Municipal Council (see box), 4 key
assignments have been defined for
2017-2018.

> The ‘Discovery Path’ project conti‑
nues. It consists of rehabilitating the
Chemin du Renard and to signpost it
in a pedagogical manner to create a
pedestrian path on the theme of water.
Information signs on water circuit, fish,
fishing and the role of water for sawmills will mark the path open to pupils,
holiday goers, guides and families. It
promises to be a great discovery path!
> The KMC plans a 2-day trip to Paris
in April or May to visit the National
Assembly and better understand the
nation’s political proceedings.
> 2 sessions will be held in Avoriaz
to deal with safety and security, waste
recycling and cleaning up of the
resort after the winter season.
> Finally, as it was the case with the
previous team, the year will end on the
theme of local organic diet for all.

The new Kids Municipal Council
has been elected for a one-year term
after a nice campaign early October.
It includes 14 members from CE2,
CM1 or CM2 classes who represent
all commune’s school children.
From the Morzine primary school:
Jordane Baud Pachon, Noa Berte,
Sarah Bouhlel, Lou Brossas,
Robin Page.
From the Sainte Marie-Madeleine
private school: Zoé Berger, Alexis Duby,
Jade Richard, Titouan Heu Reignier*,
Léa Louvet* and Lorenzo Petitjean,
already elected for the previous term.
From the Avoriaz school: Élisa Muffat,
Nathan Hubert and Marine Rodrigues,
already elected for the previous term.

KMC members meet once or twice
a month, they held their first session
on 18 October of this year and took
part in their first official event by
attending the Haute-Savoie Mayors’
Meeting.
*

Vote equality
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MAIN ARTICLE
1 commune,
2 resorts!
Morzine and Avoriaz. Two renowned
resorts that have written a whole chapter
of the French Alps’ history. Two resorts
that combine tradition and innovation and
which both nurture their own assets and
qualities. Two unique resorts yet that have
so much in common. Morzine and Avoriaz
share a common territory, a common
economy and a common history.
The history of a sole commune that has
managed to innovate while staying true
to its roots and to develop two perfectly
complementary resorts.

Nestled between forests and mountains, Morzine
boasts the genuine charm of a village that has not
lost an ounce of its Haute-Savoie character: wooden facades, openwork balconies, slate roofs…
Avoriaz, standing on a 1,800 meters high plateau
with a full southern exposure was born from a pioneer ecological challenge: a fully pedestrian resort,
an architectural style as a tribute to the mountain
and a famous spot for winter sports. One is rich
with tradition and heritage, the other rhymes with
altitude and gliding sports. Morzine-Avoriaz is authentic on the one hand, avant-guard on the other
resulting in a year-round 100% unique destination!
Today, both resorts clearly display their complementary sides and, beyond the mere activities,
promote a state of mind forged on the local identity.
Fully aware of the undeniable advantage of having
two resorts on the commune, the municipality
constantly works in close collaboration with its two
Tourism Offices to cash in on this dual identity.
A Morzine Avoriaz sticker has just been created to
highlight the attachment of the two resorts -and
more generally that of the local tourism industryto their common territory.
This commitment from the two resorts will further
strengthen to translate into more joint actions
(joint participations in exhibitions, mutual endorsement of each resort in Tourism Office brochures…)
and into the development of joint events.
With each their own DNA, Morzine and
Avoriaz nurture a complementarity
that scales up the touristic offer.
Morzine, a 1st generation resort, Avoriaz,
a 3rd generation resort… the communal
territory bears a unique competitive edge
that must be preserved.
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MORZIN E , T H E AUT H E N TIC

Nadine Chevalier
Communication
and Promotion
Officer
Morzine Tourism Office
“Morzine – as a destination – is ‘timeless
therefore eternally trendy’. We can
boast that we are a true and genuine village made up of
local women and men. It is the Morziners themselves
who have proudly built this destination and made it
what it is today. Morzine truly has this ‘authenticity’ in
its DNA on top of a whole cultural, sociocultural and
patrimonial heritage. It is the foundation of its identity.
We have a whole story to tell our visitors so they can
better breathe in what the territory has to offer in
addition to its activities, so they can create meaningful
memories. We want to offer them things to see and to
learn. Share anecdotes, the trades of slate crafts, our
grandmothers’ recipes… Morzine has been existing in
people’s minds for centuries thanks to that. There is
no reason for it to stop. Morzine is a trademark that
outlives fashions. We want to make our history a
differentiation marker versus competition, and also
by claiming our ‘Frenchy’ side, with a well-assumed
heritage trademark.
This does not mean we will steer clear of anything innovative. We also have fun activities. The winter snow park,

the summer bike park, night hiking, the ‘yogi slope’ and its zen corner
with 10 yoga postures to perform on skis to gently prepare your body,
the secured freestyle area in Mas Verjus, the shooting gallery…
Conveying Morzine’s historical roots means showcasing its exceptionalness. For instance, it is one of the rare resorts to have so many family-owned hotels passed on from one generation to the other. It is one
of the rare resorts where you can ski across the fir trees and still see
chalets along the slopes, where you can unwind in a
Referring to the past
purely magnificent environment. We must rely on our
fundamentals to showcase the whole territory and
feeds the present
keep moving forward. Referring to the past is not oldto better
fashioned for Morzine or Avoriaz, quite the contrary, it
build the future.
feeds the present to better build the future.
It is precisely to strengthen and claim this identity that the Tourism
Office has just redesigned its positioning and brand signature. The aim
is to showcase Morzine’s image as a French Alps mountain village that
conveys traditions, values and stories around a significant architectural and cultural heritage. Our objective is also to share this image with
all socio-professional stakeholders as well as with all Morziners so
they can be our number one ambassadors. We also speak about the
Morzine Avoriaz identity as a whole strengthening the bond between
the two resorts. People will always have their preference for one or the
other resort but they still remain closely tied. Not to mention Avoriaz
was created by Morziners. They are united by a strong territorial bond
that goes well beyond the infrastructures and the lifts.”
MORE INFORMATION
> Office de Tourisme de Morzine - Place de l’Office de Tourisme
04 50 74 72 72 - www.morzine-avoriaz.com

NEWS 2017-2018
Creation of a new fun zone on the Nyon
Plateau with a snow park including
modules accessible to beginners
interested in an initiation
Guided tour of the Pleney snow factory,
discover how it works, the areas to cover,
the natural constraints…
Extension of the Pleney artificial
snow network and modernization
of the snow guns
Improvement of the Pleney beginner
zone, secured gliding area, moving belt,
tunnel…

2020
Th e M a i s on
du B ou r g p r oj ec t
To showcase Morzine’s identity-building architectural
and cultural heritage, the commune has undertaken
a wide rehabilitation project of the historical
Centre-Bourg.

NEWS 2017-2018

The objective is to provide a consistent patrimonial
ensemble with pedestrian links and quality urban
facilities around the creation of a graphical museum.
To be set up on the site of the former post office and
the existing hall facing the church, the ‘Maison du
Bourg’ will enhance the local four-season cultural offer
with namely three thematic exhibition halls.

Le Lil’Stash, a fun course for children,
fully secured, with a ramp and a tree house, a real
tree-top course on skis!
Avoriaz Games with 3 activities for adults and
children: Archery Tag, the foam arrow archery game,
night or day Laser Game in the forest, Mountain E-park
with electric snowmobiles for five year-olds and over!

> The Green Gold exhibit will present the agricultural
and pastoral economy and its local
specificities linked with alpine
pastures’ seasonality.

A 150 m2 igloo where you can eat
and sleep in the wild

> The Grey Gold e xhibit will reveal the region’s industrial
and architectural history around two
local natural materials: slate and wood.

A slope 100% dedicated to ski touring,
open during daytime for initiations

> The White Gold exhibit will cover the arrival of winter
tourism, the boom of the Morzine
resort and Avoriaz’s success story.

E-Fatbikes, motor-assisted bicycles with oversize
wheels for a good adherence on snow,
try it on the slopes after the ski day

Local figures, historical facts, anecdotes or legends,
objects and documents… the rich contents will further
strengthen the commune’s history and consolidate the
bond with Avoriaz. In this respect, the commune works
in close collaboration with organization Histoire et
Patrimoine that raises documentary funds. Other
actions are also carried out in relation with the project
such as the rehabilitation of the cemetery (see page
19), of the historical building of the 1st ‘La Fraternelle’
cooperative store, the reconstruction of a sawmill by
organization La Battante on the Dérêches site using old
materials as well as the lighting of heritage buildings.

AVORI A Z , T H E AVA N T - GUA RD

Michaël Ruysschaert
Avoriaz
Tourism Office
Director

Timeline
Early 2018 Architects’ proposals
June 2018 Appointment of the winning architect
Autumn 2018 Pre project
Late 2018-early 2019 Start of contractors consultation
April 2019-Nov. 2020 Works
Estimated cost
3.3 millions Euros excluding tax among which 70%
subsidized by the Department, the Region
and the Direction Régionale des Affaires Culturelles

“Since its creation, Avoriaz
has been working as a
resort, a large touristic compound, which has
made it successful and differentiates it from the
rest. Imagined 50 years ago by three visionaries,
it offers a unique pure ski resort experience.
The graphical architecture is highly singular
and instantly recognizable among all 250
French resorts. The slanted roofs evoke mountain altitude and dynamism, the cedar facades
blend in the scenery and match the color of
the cliffs, the construction was and still is
avant-guard (southern exposure, triple glazing,
wood pellet heating, balconies built separately
from the main building to prevent the thermal
bridge effect…).
Avoriaz, a unique
pure ski resort
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experience

The surprising 1967 decision to make Avoriaz a
100% pedestrian resort
was too at the complete

opposite of everybody’s expectations at the time and
this today still stands as a trademark. Avoriaz cannot
be dissociated from its sleighs and 100-horse stable.
It is also the gateway to a large high altitude ski
resort where you can ski your way to the slopes from
your flat.
The resort’s positioning around snow sports is actually
very significant. While we uphold a genuine ski resort
identity, we also try to develop alternative gliding
sports and other activities that come and enhance the
alpine skiing offer.
The conviction is to target a younger clientèle and
plan over a medium and long term basis. We want to
attract a new generation of visitors who does not
necessarily have memories of the resort from 10, 20
or 30 years ago. But it is also a more volatile and
opportunistic clientèle who choses to go wherever
the fun is.
That is why we rely a lot on new gliding sports and
on events -namely music events- to build loyalty. Our
winter program is therefore quite young with various
events and concerts. On the activities side, we have 5
snow parks including the Stash, our ecological snow
park by Burton which celebrates its 10th anniversary
this year, boardercross courses, a 120-meters half-pipe

and everything else you need for youngsters to enjoy
themselves skiing or snowboarding.
All this enables us to provide an offer that completes
what you find in Morzine, more focused on traditional
mountain life, alpine pastures, the village atmosphere. Avoriaz and Morzine both hold beautiful
promises with an obvious complementarity, whether
in terms of concept and approach, in terms of altitude
and activities or in terms of target clientèle and origin
of the tourists. Being able to provide different offers
that meet different expectations is a clear advantage
we must exploit. And at the same time, we are bound
by a single commune and just a few minutes away
from one another and this too makes the destination
even more attractive.”
MORE INFORMATION
> Office de Tourisme d’Avoriaz
44, Promenade Festival
04 50 74 02 11 - www.avoriaz.com

Fi n d ou t a b ou t a l l Mor z i n e an d Avor i a z
w i n t e r se a s on HIGH LIGH TS page 24
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HIGH LEVEL
Just like every year, the commune supports
its champions who convey the values
of sportsmanship, persistence, competition

Th e comm u n e s tan d s
b y it s champion s !

and who act as true Morzine-Avoriaz
ambassadors. Congratulations and thank
you to all those young high-level athletes!

Antonin GuiGoNnat

Nordic skiing-Biathlon
Silver medalist in the relay race at the Junior
World Championship in 2010, he made his
World Cup debut in Oslo in 2014 thanks to his
good performance at the IBU Cup1 where he
ranked 25th in the pursuit race and 24th in the
individual race. He won the bronze medal in
the final sprint at the European Championship
of Biathlon in 2015. He is currently preparing for
a qualification at the 2018 winter Olympics.

Alexis
Sevennec Verdier
Ski Mountaineering

While attending La Pierra, Alexis fell
in love with ski mountaineering and
devoted all his energy to it to become
today one of the best French athletes
in this sport. Member of the French
military team since 2013, he has tried
all competition types. His record
namely includes a gold medal in the
individual race at the Annecy 2013 military World Games and in Sotchi in
February where he beat the Russians as
well as a 2nd place in La Pierra in March
of this year.

Clara Rozier
ICE Hockey

An ice hockey player since the age of 7,
she was selected in the Pôle France
and entered the Lycée de Chambéry
which hosts young girls eligible to join
the French team for players under 18
and seniors. She took part in the boys’
U17 championships where she played
against boy teams and played in 5 World Championships
including 3 for players under 18 where her team won
the bronze, then the silver and then the gold, and 2 for the
senior team winning a silver medal.

Laury Eloy - Trail RUNNING
A fan of mountain running, Laury is the
number one French prospect in many race
categories, and she is in the top three
female runners. She has ended up French vicechampion in the club races category and French
champion in the open races category.
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Yohann Taberlet

WORKS
A y e a r wor t h of wor k s

Para-Alpine Skiing

Each and every year, the commune carries out maintenance and improvement works

Left in a wheelchair at the age of
21 further to a paragliding accident, Yohann decided to become
an outstanding champion. He joined the French para-alpine skiing
team in 2005 and started collecting many titles and podiums in
the French Championship, World
Championship, European Cup and
World Cup. He also took part in the
Paralympic Games of 2006, 2010 and
2014 and is currently training to qualify for the 2018 winter Paralympics.

on its drinking water and wastewater systems as well as on roadways.

Anthony Chalençon
Para-Skiing - biathlon

Visually impaired due to retinal
degeneration, Anthony studies in a
higher school of commerce. But he
is also an athlete who has won several medals and two World Champion titles. A former
alpine skier who ran in the Vancouver 2010 paralympics,
he decided to perform in the Nordic skiing relay race with
his guide who has been sharing his life since 2013 and won
the gold medal.

Charles Cazaux - Paragliding
Born in Annemasse in 1978,
Charles spent a part of his childhood in the Vallée d’Aulps and
in Morzine where he discovered
skiing, hiking, climbing and
mountain biking… The only thing
he had not tried was paragliding
but the local instructors introduced him to the sport very
quickly and 24 years later he still
sees the world from the sky! Not only does he stand at the top of
the rankings in the French and World Championships but he also
holds the world records for speed and free distance.

Jérémy LENVERS
MOGUL SKIING

Born in a Morzine family, he
glided down his first slopes
here. He started doing freestyle,
driven by his taste for jumps and
competition. He is now a member of the French mogul skiing
team and will try to qualify for the 2018 winter
Olympics. Over the last two years, he has been a the
top of the European rankings and finished fourth at
the 2017 French Championship.

Protecting water supply
in the Vallée de la Manche
The commune has initiated works to improve the
cold spring water supply quality which has been
deteriorating over the last few years due to
sheep grazing. The commune first put up signs
to identify protected areas nearby and directly in
drinking water catchment zones. An on-site
meeting with alpine farmers has also been called
to remind them the exact limitations of protected areas and the stakes relevant to water
supply preservation.

e184 300

As for wastewater, the com- excluding tax
mune has just extended its
cost of
sewage collection network
the works
from the Lieu-dit de l’Erigné
to the Mines D’or lake. Existing individual sanitation facilities no longer met
the quality requirements of the highly popular
Charny sector. As a result of the works carried
out from August to October of this year, mountain restaurants and alpine farming chalets are
now connected and the future implementation
of public toilets is now ready.

FYI!
The execution of water
supply and sanitation works
is delegated to the SIVOM
on behalf of the commune.
Roadway works
are executed via
the inter-communal
authorities under
the monitoring of the
municipal teams who play
a double role!

New drinking water pipes
The commune has also replaced its drinking water distribution
network for a total of €383,500 excluding tax in the following
areas:
> La Plagne road, from the Taille du Mas de Nancrue
to the Chemin des Combes
> Udrezants road
> Combe à Zore road from the Joux Plane avenue crossroads
to the Taille du Mas de Nancrue
> Chemin des Plagnettes
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Roadway works

Improvement of the sewage
facilities between Morzine
and Avoriaz

The star project of 2017 consists of refurbishing the
La Plagne road with the rehabilitation of parking
spaces and the construction of a sidewalk along the
road to offer a safe pedestrian way.

Due to regular overflowing of the wastewater
pipelines between Avoriaz and Les Prodains, and
especially in the sectors of Les Meuniers, Grande
Combe and the Crôt, the commune has been
conducting extensive work campaigns since 2015.
This year has been dedicated to creating new
networks.

Cost of
the works
> 1st phase

e 215 100
> 2nd phase

e 415 000

>T
 he 1st phase took place in spring of this
year in the sector of Le Pied de la Plagne.

The first one replaces the existing network
between Avoriaz and Les Prodains due to its dilapidation and difficult access on steep slopes.
The new itinerary crosses the sector of Le Vérard and Les Côtes. This
e598 300 was also an opportunity to connect
excluding tax
the alpine farming chalets located
cost of
in the nearby protected drinking
the works
water catchment zones of Les Meuniers and Les Côtes. It is equipped
with specific technical devices to
ensure flawless water flow and it has been up
and running since November.

Sewage
improvement
The commune has also
replaced the wastewater
collection pipelines for a
total of €496,100 excluding
tax in:
> la Taille du Grand Mas
> la Taille de Mas
du Grand Hôtel La Passerelle
> la Taille de Mas
de Nancrue

>T
 he 2nd phase is being
completed and covers
a 510 meters section
going from La Taille
de Mas de Nancrue
to the medical centre.

The second network is an
e480 000
extension of the Super- excluding tax
Morzine network.
cost of
It is designed to collect
the works
wastewater from the including e 214 500
western side of Avoriaz
excluding tax
-soon to host new touin 2017
ristic buildings- as well
as to relieve the eastern
collector of Les Prodains. After a 1st phase
carried out in 2016 between the housed
areas of Zore and Serraussaix, the 2nd
phase has just been completed and serves
Serraussaix up to the Club House of the
Avoriaz golf club.

The Jardin du Souvenir
now inaugurated
The rehabilitation of the old cemetery and its reconversion into the Jardin du Souvenir were finalised
last autumn and the inauguration took place on
21 September in presence of the families.
The site -located behind the church in the heart of
Morzine- has been the place of an extensive rehabilitation project since 2015. The objective was to refurbish,
valorise and give its dignity back to this site of contemplation, an essential part of the Morzine heritage.

Other dry network improvements
In partnership with the SYANE (departmental energy management organisation), the
commune has conducted several projects
relevant to public lighting and electricity
supply.

e 287 200
tax included

It namely consists of the 1st phase of
from communal
the Plan Lumière (lighting plan) desifunds
gned to showcase the architectural
ie only
heritage of the historical centre by
38% of the total
strengthening the power supply syscost of the works
tem and by burying the power lines
in the upper sector of La Taille du Grand
Mas and La Taille de Mas de la Chenalette.
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With the help of experts, local government members
first engaged a dialog with the families on the future
of the graves, most of which had their concession
expired 10 to 30 years ago. Certain graves have been
conserved including those of war victims. An ossuary

Cost of
the works

e 521 000
excluding
tax

was created to hold the relics and a
stele was erected specifically for
the purpose. The masonry works,
and more especially the construction of low stonewalls and the opening of the wall for disabled access,
were carried out in 2016.

The works continued this year with the installation of
a gate, a pergola, pedestrian paths, benches and a
large landscaped space with a promenade. Today’s
site offers a memory-filled peace haven perfect for
contemplation. On this note, the commune wants to
thank all contractors for the quality of their work and
respect on tiny premises.
Architect: Den Hengst ; OGF, SAEV, Jardiflore and Alpes Ouvrages
for marble works, masonry and layout. Metalworks Marullaz.
Jardins Cholat and Pépinière Soupe for plants supply and layout.
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paying parking
N e w pay i ng pa r k i ng p ol icy

Just like before, motorists will have to pay a fee to
park their vehicle. Now known as a ‘redevance d’occupation du domaine public’ (public space use tax),
the amount is set upon pricing terms defined by the
commune (see page 21).
So far, in case of failure to pay for parking on the roadway or exceeding authorised parking duration, motorists have had to pay a fine of e 17. As of 1st January,
they will have to settle a ‘forfait post-stationnement’
(post-parking fee) amounting to e 25* in Morzine(1)
reduced to e 20 in case of quick payment (see opposite).
(1)

Subject to the vote of the Municipal Council session of 7 December 2017

TAILLE DE
MAS DE LA
PASSER

CHEMIN
DE COULET

E

ROU
T E DU PL AN
PLACE DE
ROND-POINT
LA POSTE
DE LA CRUSAZ

A

DU

e 17 fine to be paid to
e 25 FPS to be paid
the State within 45 days within 3 months further
further to the issuance
to the reception of
of the parking ticket
the notice of payment
or
e 20 if paid
within 72 hours

e 25 FPS minus
the amount of parking
already paid in case
of overtime
if paid
within 72 hours

or
e 25 within 3 months
further to the reception
of the notice of payment

P

CH

If you contest
Contestation must be filed
to the Public Ministry
within 45 days further
to the issuance date of
the fine

Contestation must be filed
within 1 month further to the
reception date of the notice of
payment by filing a statutory
preliminary administrative appeal
(Rapo) in the commune.

A writ of collection enforcement
will be issued against you;
you will receive a notice
from the ANTAI*
to pay the FPS increased by 20%
with a minimum amount of e 50.

National agency responsible for the automated processing of violations
and in charge of processing FPS for the communes.

For your convenience, choose from one
of several payment solutions:
> On any one of the payment terminals
implemented in the commune,
> On line,
> By postal mail.
THE +
Payment is easier with
the OpnGO app dedicated
to parking in town
with assistance services
(geolocation, mobile phone payment
of the effective time, synchronisation
with the law enforcement agents’
control system…).

UR G
EM

IN

With the coming reform, Morzine has
reviewed its overall parking policy and
rates, especially in underground car
parks right near the town centre. The
objective is to encourage short parking
durations in the heart of the resort to
allow easier access to proximity shops
and services.
The commune also wants to encourage the use of alternative modes of
transportation other than the car, like
the urban shuttle service among others.
Revenues originating from parking
fines will actually be used to develop
light mobility solutions (pedestrian
paths, buses and electric bicycles…).
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AVEN UE DE JOUX PLAN E

What are
the parking rates
in Morzine?
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I
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Parking
Joux Plane

What changes:
>  Cableway road turns into a green zone
instead of an orange zone
>  The Palais des Sports car park turns
into an orange zone instead of a green zone
>  The Attray car park is now open for
seasonal subscriptions

How do I pay
the ‘post-parking fee’?
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Parking
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Parking
d’Attray
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Payment terms
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The notice stating your liability
is placed on the vehicle’s windscreen

The parking ticket
is placed
on the vehicle

You will receive an
increased fine
of e 33 payable
to the State
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R

If you do not pay nor contest within the time allowed
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TA IL LE DE
M AS DE NA
NT CR UE

A post-parking
fee notice (FPS)

A fine or
a parking ticket

TA I L
L

E DE
MAS
D E S JOUX

A municipal police officer issues:

In addition to encouraging payment and reducing
fraud, the law also aims to enable communities to:
> Achieve better sharing of public space among users
thanks to faster turnover in the use of parking
spaces
> Cash in all parking revenues to finance sustainable
mobility initiatives.

What will change
practically speaking?

As of 01/01/2018

ROU TE DE LA PLA GNE

ROU

ROU

Parking
Tennis

With the reform of parking regulations, the fining terms
and procedures change versus the existing system.

Until 31/12/2017

P

CHEM

N

The change results from the MAPTAM law of 2014
(Modernisation de l’Action Publique Territoriale et
d’Affirmation des Métropoles) which calls for a
reform of paying parking on roadways. Effective
as of 1st January 2018, the law includes the transfer
of all parking-related authority from the State to
800 French communes concerned. The reform therefore consists of going from a standard national
organisation to a decentralised commune-based
local organisation. From then on, communes will
be responsible for setting the rates, issuing and
controlling receipts and dealing with claims.

How does the fine
system work?
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Why change?

Parking du Palais
des Sports

ALL
E

dissuasive fines for bad payers…
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over to the communes with the objective of better suiting local needs though with more
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As of 1 January 2018, the management of paying parking on roadways changes hands.
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Effective rates
as of 01/01/2018

SUBSCRIPTIONS
> Tourism Office and
Joux-Plane underground
car parks
e400 for the winter season
Monthly rate unchanged (e 132/month)

> Les Prodains P1
long duration car park
e 350 for the winter season
Internet or prepayment terminal
rates unchanged
(e 63/7 days - e 126/14 days)

> Rates unchanged for:
> Les Lans car park
> Bourg car park
> Green zones
> Staff seasonal subscription

HOURLY RATES
> Tourism Office and
Joux-Plane underground
car parks
First 30 minutes FREE
Rate unchanged for 45 minutes (e 1.20)
e 1.70 l’ heure
e 3.30 les 2 heures
e 4.50 les 3 heures…
with rates for 15-minute periods
decreasing over time

> Rates unchanged for:
> Orange zone parking meters
> Green zone parking meters
> Les Prodains P0 short duration car park
> Les Prodains P1 long duration car park
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SPORT

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, DEATHS
BIRTHS

The ‘Pingouins’ are back!
Founded over 50 years ago, the Hockey Club Morzine Avoriaz has been
having all Morzine ice hockey fans cheering for a long time!
After spending a few months in a restructuring phase, it is now back
for new adventures in an ascension to the top level!

Interview with, Frédéric
Baud, former player, active
member and Chairman of
the Club for the last 4 years.
« You never get bored in ice hockey… It’s a fast sport where there’s
constantly something happening.
There’s no idling like in other
sports; it all goes so fast that they
say it’s the world’s fastest team sport. It’s also a spectacular sport! Locals and tourists totally crave it; they discover hockey while having a great time and sharing our
teams’ sportsmanship. Between the Wednesday friendlies and the Saturday league matches, we play a true
role in the life of the community. Our coaches also deal
with the schools’ skating sessions offered every season
to all schools in the Valley. We also manage the rink’s

17th December 2016
Lindsay GAYDON
to Jérôme & Aurore
MARULLAZ

bar where you can sometimes watch a concert after a
match. Speaking of which, I’d like to thank our number
one support, the town hall, that has been with us for
many years, the Tourism Office and our partners who
give us their trust and continue to help us just like they
did when we were playing in the Magnus League.
Skoda has just renewed its sponsorship with the
naming of the rink ‘Skoda Arena’. It’s very encouraging
and comforts our ambition to get back to the top level.
Even though today we’re starting back from scratch
since our affiliation ended meaning we’re now independent again toward Chamonix, the Pingouins are
back with a new team that
FYI
remains the Club’s showcase! And we’re going to
The Club has been hosted
do our maximum to move
by the Parc des Dérêches
up to the 2nd Division or
municipal skating rink
since its construction
even the 1st Division within
in 1976. The skating rink
the 3 to 5 years to come.
also hosts ice dancing and
Our objective is clearly
public skating sessions.
training-oriented. We have
an increasing number of
licensees with a significant number of players in
the younger categories. Two coaches, assisted by
volunteer parents, are dedicated year-round to training
minors. We’re also proud to have the very first 100%
girls’ team in France for which we’ve been awarded by
the Federation.»

More information on the Club,
history, teams & next matches schedule
at: www.hockey-morzine.com
with an on-line ticket office

2nd January 2017
Marie COMTE
to Serge & Marina
ANTHONIOZ
16th January
Juliette CORSI
to Antoine & Lætitia RICHARD

16th March
Livio GADRET
to Flavien & Julie
CHIAPPETTA

The HCMA also partners
with the teams of Megève,
Saint-Gervais and Chamonix
within the ‘Hockey Club 74’ to train
younger players (U15 to U20)
and top-level players
on a sports-study program.
Our Under-20 team leads the
championship and plays at weekends
all over France while our Under-17
team is ranked 2nd in their league!

26th December 2016 : Stéphane LERENDU & Virginie DUPE
30th December : François CAROLY & Sylvie LONDECHAL
28th January 2017 : Alexandre PAGANO & Anne BELLUSSO
23rd February : Mathias MORVAN & Prune LAUSDAT
11th March : Nicolas SAMSON & Maeva GRAFF
13th May : Benjamin SIMONET & Stéphanie COUSIN
20th May : Pascal MOURIN & Véronique JEANTET
3rd June : Cédric MARULLAZ & Lucie CORDONNIER
17th June : Richard ALLCOCK & Charlotte BRON
19th August : Éric PREMAT & Magali FUMANAL
9th September : Paul MABILLEAU & Lætitia AMBROSINO
16th September : Guy-Félix FLAVIEN & Lætitia MARULLAZ
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Club registrations are open year
round.
Our kids discovery program
allows young newcomers to try
out hockey over 3 or 4 training
sessions.
Equipment is supplied for younger players. A used equipment
sale is organised every year
around September.

The Club also offers
à-la-carte discovery days
for businesses.

11th July
Juliette BRON
to Anthony
& Lauryne SAUVAGE
12th July
Angèle PERRIER
to Cyril & Jennifer
VULLIEZ

28th July
Angèle CLOUTIER
to Simon & Hélène
COUTURIER
16th August
Valentin Chauplannaz
to Yannick & Mélissa PEILLEX

2nd September
Arthur GOAËR
to Armand & Élodie
PEILLEX
10th September
Joseph & Jules
FERRANDIS

26th September
Mathéo GAYDON
to Ludovic & Mélanie PEILLEX

DEATHS
2016

Feel like trying?

THe +

15th April
Anthonin
CHARLES ALLÉSINA
to Grégory & Céline
ALLÉSINA

M aRr i ages

HCM A Teams
On top of the premier team,
the Club has teams in all categories
from the skating school that welcomes
children of 4/5 years to adult sections
including children and teenager
categories of all ages.

29th March
Sofia BAUD
to Adrien & Pauline
RICHARD

16th September : Jérôme GAYDON & Aurore MARULLAZ
22th September : Rick THOMPSON & Caroline HAYCOCK
30th September : Julien LOUVET & Sophie BAUD
7th October : Guillaume MEYNET & Lise MARULLAZ

17th December : Marie PERROTTON born MECHOUD - 96
21st December : Louise THEUIL born JACQUET DE LAGASNERIE - 90
23rd December : Christèle NICOLAS - 44
31st December : Alice GROROD born MARULLAZ - 89
2017

1st January : Jean VUARNET - 84
9th January : Waldemar GUTFREUND - 59
9th January : Gilberte BOUVIER born ROSSET - 68
27th February : François, Ernest BAUD - 89
8th March : François LAVANCHY - 84
10th March : Helen LAWLOR born ROBERTS - 49
15th March : Josephte FALLIN born TRIVELLA - 98
18th March : Eoghan MILLEMANN GUITTON - 3
20th March : Marcel LAVANCHY - 77
3rd April : Julia POLLIEN born SBAIZ - 74
28th April : Joséphine BAUD born MARULLAZ - 97
14th May : Jean, Pierre BAUD - 66
21st May : Alice TRIVELLA born ROBERT - 86
1st June : Madeleine VALLAT - 80
3rd July : Roger TABERLET - 65
11th July : Marie COLMANET born TAVERNIER - 99
15th July : Stéphanie LAROCHE - 42
23rd July : Lucas-Boris MERCHET - 39
30th July : Janine BONNAUD born CORNELOUX - 90
1st August : Olivier FORTÉ - 46
17th August : Johann BOUGANIM - 42
16th August : Georges GAYDON - 70
8th September : Valentin CHAUPLANNAZ - 3 weeks
19th September : François GAYDON - 81
8th October : Daniel DENIS - 74
22th October : André CHAUPLANNAZ - 82
3rd November : Jean-François FEIG - 60
15th November : Monique BARENTON - 79
20th November : Marie GRIVEL-DELILLAZ born MECHOUD - 9
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Highlights
SEASON 2018
Morzine

AVORIAZ

*23/12>5/01

23/12>6/01

Morzine, Enchanted
Village
Whether it snows or not,
Christmas in Morzine
is always a magical thing!
Shows and events
in full light.

Christmas Wonderland
Magic and light above the clouds
with events dedicated
to the Holidays period..

15>19/01

Extreme Rescuers
The number one show for professionals
and the general public that reveals all
practices and techniques used by women
and men engaged in mountain rescue.

*20>27/01

The stash anniversary
10 years, time to celebrate!
Events and participation of pro
riders for the 10th anniversary of
the ecological snow park by Burton.

*10/02>9/03

Night of 22-23/02

Avo masks
The Snow Carnival
with events and shows that
will delight the whole family.

Ladies Night Tour
A female parallel slalom competition of
the French Skiing Federation, at night
under the spotlights in a playful and
festive atmosphere at the Stade du Pléney.

12>16/03

3>9/03

Morzine takes
care of you
A whole week,
all in femininity, dedicated
to wellness and beauty.

RFM Winter Week
Music at the summit with
radio shows from the resort.
Free concerts and a clubbing
night.

*18>24/03

*4>8/04

Rock The Pistes
The must-see festival with French and
international artists on temporary stages
at an altitude above 1,500 meters!

Morzine,
Kids Kingdom
Morzine celebrates children
with 100% free games,
events and shows.

7>4/04
8/04

Champions Race
All sports combined for
youngsters aged 8 to 17 years.
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Pipe ground
Professional freestylers run the show on an entirely
reshaped pipe with an unprecedented design

